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OF ENTITIES '
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Abstract. The universal structural type of information units-entities is
presented the paper. This approach·can be recommended for data base modelling
at the conceptual and relational levels.
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1. Introd uction. In order to create reliable programs of informational tasks which are positively evaluated by the end-users
of the results, it· is essential firstly to analyse the problem area in
which the users work, and then to present an expert evaluation
of it.
For a long time specialists of informatics build and practically
implement conceptual models (OM). Those eM are used as tool for
integration of informational needs of the end-users of information
systems (IS) and for the administration of expert knowledge about
the problem area. eM serves as a tool of a.rra.nging the interfa.ce
between the end users and the programmers. In some cases the
a.ttempt are made crea.ting interpreters or generators for automatic
task programming by mea.ns of CM.
In the process of accumula.ting and representing knowledge
about the problem area. informa.tics specia.lists and experts ma.nipulate entities the name of which are included in CM. So, conceptua.l
models represent the regula.rities of the pro'blem domain and se-
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mantical data properties tobe simulated. Special expert systems
and languages are known for these purposes; see reviews ih (Daniel,
1990;, Chen,
1976;
JasiukeviCius, 1986). The
entities used by end
,.1' ,'"
.
.
users,' characterize denotants that are the objects of a computerizedinformation system. References to denotants are expressed by
means of entities properties. Cause-effect phenomena of the problemarea, represented with generalization and abstractiOn, causes
taxonomic connections between the entities. Connections of this
kind are the paths of transition from more general entities to the
more detailed ones. Formally these connections represent partial
ordering: they are transitive, reflexive and antisymmetric. The approach used in this paper allows to chose the formal apparatus for
ordering the universum of entities names, and to define structural
type. It follows the approach used in (Jasiukevicius, 1986). Now we
will assume that entities of a different level of detail have their own
names which may be used as elements of CM or as data instances
at the level of database realization.
I

:

'

,

2. Denotational semantics for structural types of object names.' Analysis of the structural entities name sets has
been based on the initial assertion that name universum D is a
complete partially ordered set (CPOS). For this purpose the least
element .1 such that Vz E D [.1 !; z] is introduced and there is a
lea.st upper bound UX E D for any directed subset X ~ D. The
approximation symbol !; indicates the partial ordering of the elem,ents of a directed subset X ~ D. The subset X ~ D is considered
to be directed because it is not empty and
Vz, y e X

3z e X [z!; z, 11!; z].

Let us introduce two operators rand p on the set D as CPOS:
- r operatQr of constructing positioned subsets of Dj
~ p operator of constructing a functional-· set on D.
The operator r: D ~ r(D) is used in developing a new set and
extends the domain. of the definition to

r(D) = D+ D2 + ... + DIDI.

(2.1)
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According to (2.1) the set r(D) is obtained,by union of sets
Dn, n = 1,2, ... IDI with artificially introduced least elements
..LD" = (}-D,..L1), ... ,..LD);
'V

n== 1,2, ... ,IDI.

(2.2)

n

The ordering ~ r(D) on the set r(D) is induced by ~D on CPOS
D:

(Xl. X2,··

.xn) ~r(D)

(YI, Y2,···, Yn),

(2.3)

only when .Xi ~D Vi, i = 1,2, ... ,n;, n ~ IDI.
The upper bound for the two elements

is calculated in the following way:
,.'

D"

D

D"

U (Y1.Y2, ... ,Yn)={XIUYI,X2 U Y2,
D"
••• , Xn U Yn).

(2.4)

From here sets Dn, n ~ IDI are CPOS as they contain .the
least element ..LD" and any subset X ~ Dn has least upper bound

B" X E Dn. The obtained set r(D) in (2.1) is CPOS too, while the

union is maid by coupling (pasting) the least elements

n=1,2, .. ~,IDI·

..LD;"

From the conditions (2.3, 2.4) it follows that the operator r
,IS monotonous, i.e., the directivity of the subset X ~ D", n =
1,2, ... , IDI is not lost while extending the' domain of definition from
D to r(D).
In addition from the equation
D

r( U X) =

r(Dj
U

r(X)

it follows that the operator r(D) is continuous.

(2.5)
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Let us consider the second operator p: D,.... p(D) constructing
a set of continuous functions:
p(D)

=[D,.... D].

(2.6)

The ordering ~p(D) on p(D) is stimulated by the ordering ~D on D :
%1 ,.... Yl !;p(D) %2 ,.... Y2

only when

and

%1 !;D %2

} .

(2.7)

Yl!;D Y2

=

The set p(D) is CPOS, because the least element ..Lp(D)
(..LD ,....
-+D) is artificially introduced for it and any subset X S; p(D) has
a least upper bound (supremum)
bound for the two elements (%1 is calculated in the following way:

p(D)

·u X E [D ,....

Yl)

D~

E p(D) and (%2 -

The upper
Y2) E p(D)

From the conditions (2.7, 2.8) it follows that the operator p
remains monotonous, Le., the directivity of the subsets X S; p(D) is
not lost in transition from D to p(D). In addition from the equation
D

p( U X)

= p(D)
u p(X)

(2.9)

it follows that the operator p is continuous.
As the sets r(D) and p(D) are CPOS it is correct to expand the
domain D of definition for the operators rand p in the following
way:
. {r(D) - p(D)
r.' {r(D) - r(D)
(2.10)
. p(D) ,.... r(D) ,
p. p(D) -p(D) .
A composition of the monotonous and continuous functions is
the monotonous continuous function, too. The domains of values of
the operators rand p on (2.10) remain CPQS and are determined
as:
r(D) = r(D) + r 0 p(r(D» + .. , }
(2.11)
p(D) p(D) + p 0 r(p(D» + . . . .

=
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As a result of the multiple use of the operators rand p the
boundaries Rand P are obtained as . fixed point of eontinuou~
monotonous mapping of complete partially ordered sets in themselves. The fixed point theorem for a complete lattice has been
proved by A. Tarski (Tarski, 1981). A variant of the fixed point
theorem for CPOS.is presented in (Barendregt, 1985). The boundared sets R and P are recursively determined by the operators r
and p on the initial CPOS D of entities names. On the boundaries Rand P the operators turn into operations ; and pand the
formulae (2.11) become:
R=:(R+P)}.
P =p(R+P)

(2.12)

By disjunctive joining of Rand P as CPOS the largest type Q is
obtained:
(2.13)
Q=R+P.
The type is CPOS and contains the possible types R a.nd P
constructed by mea.ns of operati9,ns ; and p (2.12).
3. Conceptual and relational schemes of entities. With
typed sets Q,R and P at our disposal, we can dete~mine subtype
Q ~ Q. We name it entity or object. Object Q is a new type and
it can be defined by Qi - commutation diagrams (Fig. 3.1).

p

P
A

Q -P-

P

'Rl

A

P

P

'"R2-_
P

Fig. 3.1. Commutation Qi - diagram.

A

P

"
Rm
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:~appings in the, diagram '

p: {, ~ ~ Hi,

, Hj - R;,

"'R~"~C RR·;' I}j E Q:I!;
:1

~

,

Rj E Q .R~

i=1,2, ... ,n"

i=I,2, ... ,m;

(3.1)

m~n

are surjective and make 'up set Q.P ~ P, wherein
"Hi, i
1,2, ... , n -domain of surjections 15 values, and we
cal~ it objectQ internal relation;
Q.R :::.. set of object Q'internal relationships;
Rj, j = 1,2, ... , m - domain of surjectionsp definition,' and
we call them object Q identification relationship;
Q.R- set of object Q identifiaation relationships.
Mappings in the diagram

=

R-:1 t R",
~

j

= 1,2, ... ,m .

(3.2)

'are bijective (as well as surjective and injective), make up set Q.P ~
,P. If internal relation R E Q.R is unary, we name it "property"
and denote: T ~ D. We use notation Q.T for the set of objeCt Q
unary relationships or properties. In order to indicate the context
of relationship R EQ.R, R maybe denoted Q.R.
,
Though every identification relationship Rj E Q.Ris internal
relationship Rj E Q.R, the reverse assertion can be false. The informational object is characteristic of its' capacity, which iS'a set
consisting of instance objects. Every instance object q E Q is identified through some instance relationship p(q) E Rj. We state that
the conceptual scheme is defined for object Q E QS if the, names
from entity name universum D are assigned to Q and ·to internal
relationships (components) of Q, i.e., if the following mapping is
specified:

d:

{

QS_D,
{Q.RIQEQS;

Q.R E Q.R} - D.

(3.3)

Specifying the object conceptual schemes of the problem domain in Qi - commutation ,diagrams, we spedfy Q ~ Q,Q.R; ~ R
and Q.Rj ~ R which are partially ordered sets' a~d are id~ntified by
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their individualnames from D. The following equivalent relationships hold for object Q and names of its components and supremums:

B

d(Q) == d(Q.Rj) ==
Q.Rj; Q.Rj ~ Dl, I ~ IDI}
d(Q), d(Q.Rj ) E D, D' = [D x D x ... x D] ~ reD) ,
J

,

"V

(3.4)

f

I

d(Q.R;) ==

DI

U

Q.R;;

d(Q.R;) ED;

Q.R; ~ Dt, t ~ IDI
}
D1 = JD x D ~ ... x Dl ~ reD) .

(3.5)

If object Q E QS from the problem area and their components
Q.R are bounded together by external inclusion relations E,. we
obtain the conceptual scheme of the information system:

M = {d(QS), d(R), d(R), E},

(3.6)

R = {Q.RIQ E QS},
R = {Q.RIQ E QS}.
Let us take IS conceptual scheme M with entities set QS in
it, data base relational scheme G, relation scheme G E G and its
attribute subsets X ~ G, which have mapping h so that:
h,: QS

-+

G,

Q.R-+G.X;
.
hQ: { hQ(Q.&) = GXj, j = 1,2, ... ,n;
hQ(Q.Ro) = G.Xo.

(3.7)
(3.8)

There Q.Ro - object Q internal relationship between all its properties which have been aggregated and involved into at least one
identification relationship Q.Rj.
In this way, hs and hQ being specified, the functional structure
of informational object Q E QS is represented on relational scheme
G E G by the set of functional dependences with equivalent left
sides, i.e., by compound functional dependence (Xl, X 2 , •.• , Xm) -+
XJ (Maier, 1983).
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4. Conclusions. Reflexiveness is an important feature of the
given typing approach, and from this it is possible to assign the
types by means of design operators rand p to the initial CPOS D
without any initial types and pre-typing.
The transition from the initial set D to bounded sets Rand P
enables a set of entities names to be considered as structural types
with respect to isomorphism: any structural entity in either a list
or a function (2.12) and identified reflexively and cross-recursively
(2.11) by means of monotonous and continuous operators rand p.
The given Qi - commutation diagrams specify subtypes Q ~ Q
with restricted list and functional structures, which are characterized by partially ordered sets Q.R and Q.P, Q.F. IS conceptual
scheme is madded giving non-structural names to objects and to
their componentsQ.R, and specifying external inclusion relations
at the level of the sets. (Q,!;) is. CPOS, we are able to define open
set conditions for sets Q ~ Q. Thus, Scoots topology can be introduced on basic set Q, and classical topology operations can be
used for manipulation in conceptual schemes.
Object Q ~ QS are represented by relational schemes G E G
according to rules (3.7) and (3.8). Th~se rules permit the functional
structure of theconcepttla1 scheme tohe interpret.ed as compound
functional dependence between corresponding attributes of subsets
X ~ G. In this way, the tasks of functional analysis of data base
relational scheme properties can be transferred to IS conceptual
scheme level.
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